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Bestmed
Corporate
Profile

Bestmed was established in 1964 and currently has over 209 000 lives under its care. The Scheme is the
largest self-administered scheme in South Africa and the fourth largest open medical scheme. Bestmed
offers a range of medical aid plans to suit different lifestyles and healthcare needs.
Bestmed is a self-administered Scheme therefore we do not make use of a for-profit administrator. This
helps us to keep our administration costs low. We aim to offer the best possible service to our members. In
2021, Bestmed received the highest ranking in the South African Customer Satisfaction Index’s (SA-csi’s)
medical scheme industry research regarding perceived quality, perceived value, overall customer service
index, and customer loyalty. Bestmed was also the winner of the 2020 Ask Afrika Orange Index® award for
service excellence in the medical aid industry category.
Our excellent service provider network differentiates us from the rest of the market. We offer access to an
extensive national network of healthcare providers. Members are able to search for a healthcare facility
closest to them via the Bestmed App and website. Members who opted for network options should please
refer to our hospital lists for more information regarding geographic cover.

Bestmed medical aid option ranges

Beat

The Beat range offers flexible hospital
benefits with savings on some
options to pay for out-of-hospital
expenses.
Beat1, 2 and 3 also offer you the
option to lower your monthly
contribution by selecting a network
option.
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Pace

The Pace range offers comprehensive
in-hospital and out-of-hospital
benefits.
These options all have savings
accounts to cover extensive outof-hospital expenses. The Pace
range is ideal for members seeking
comprehensive cover.

Rhythm

The Rhythm range offers basic
hospital cover with out-of-hospital
benefits, such as unlimited in-network
GP visits and acute medicine as per
formulary.
The Rhythm option caters for those
members who are comfortable with an
income-based plan and making use of
our designated service providers (DSPs)
within our wide reaching network.

Why should you choose the Best?
For corporate clients, we offer:



Dedicated Key Account Consultant



Intranet link



Group intervention sessions



Wellness days



Personalised health communications plans



Induction presentations



Fitness classes (online or onsite)



Service visits



Meeting with Management to discuss service plan



Health communications support



Management reporting





Scheme related information sessions for
members

A three-month open window period for
employees and their spouse/dependants to join
the Scheme (subject to risk assessment)



Year-end information sessions on benefit changes





Newsletters

A 90-day underwriting free period for a new
employee (including spouse and/or dependants)
to join Bestmed

Signing a Bestmed corporate client in 6 easy steps
1. Submit group demographics
to your Business Consultant.
Minimum of 10 employees must
join at inception.

2. Underwriting approved by
Bestmed Executive.

3. Approval letter to Advisor.

4. Employer group to complete
employer group application form.

5. Applications of members to be
submitted for activation.

6. Bestmed supports Advisor with
material. E.g. marketing collateral,
presentations etc.
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Bestmed
Tempo

Workplace Wellness
The Bestmed Tempo Wellness programme designs interventions based on scientific analyses to assist employees to
achieve a healthy work-life balance. There are no fees, no unnecessary administration, no complications!

Bestmed Tempo workplace wellness model provides:
A comprehensive Health Assessment
—

The assessment determines the unique health risks per individual (employee), and the risks for the staff 		
complement

—

Completion of this assessment is the gateway to all interventions

The design of an intervention programme aimed at addressing risk areas
All the group interventions are available to all employees, regardless of their scheme of choice. Bestmed members also
have access to individual interventions with a biokineticist and a dietitian. The Scheme can arrange for these providers to
meet Bestmed members on site at the employer (a minimum number of interested Bestmed members are required).

Bestmed Tempo workplace wellness benefits include:


An awareness campaign (health promotion communication that can include flyers, posters, emails and other
communication material)



Promotional items that are available to all employees



Selective screens, tests, assessments or individual interventions can be arranged, based on cost, number of Bestmed
members and availability of providers



Company-wide campaigns, which include:
—

Fitness sessions (Aerobics, Pilates and Yoga)

—

Informational talks and workshops to set and implement healthy living goals

—

Nutritional talks - support groups led by a medical practitioner or dietitian
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Why not give it a try?

For more information about what is available on Bestmed's workplace wellness programme, please contact
Bestmed Tempo at:
Email: tempo@bestmed.co.za

Telephone: 086 000 2378

www.bestmed.co.za

Individual Wellness
What is Bestmed Tempo?
Bestmed Tempo is our wellness programme. It’s a package of benefits and offerings that gives members 16 years
and older access to assessments, personalised plans to address health risks and healthcare professionals should
they require assistance.

Why should Bestmed Tempo be activated?
Our members and their dependants 16 years and older already have access to the Bestmed Tempo benefits at no
additional cost regardless of their Bestmed option. By simply activating Bestmed Tempo, they can choose to follow one or
both wellness journeys: Bestmed Tempo Get-Active or Bestmed Tempo Healthy-Weight journey.

The Healthy-Weight journey begins with visiting a Bestmed Tempo dietitian to do a complete nutritional assessment
(consultation 1) and preparing a detailed meal plan (consultation 2). If the member requires a follow-up consultation, the
third consultation can be done virtually.

The Get-Active journey begins with a Bestmed Tempo biokineticist (consultation 1), where the member or dependant will
completes fitness test.
Based on the results of the fitness test, the biokineticist designs a suitable exercise plan for the patient (consultation 2). A
third, follow-up consultation to be done virtually.

How is the programme activated?
Members must complete the Bestmed Tempo Health Assessment at any one of our nationwide network of pharmacy
clinics, or at their company’s wellness day. The assessment will not only provide an important view of their health status,
but it will also unlock all the health benefits of the Bestmed Tempo wellness programme.
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Which benefits are included in the Bestmed Tempo wellness programme?
The Bestmed Tempo wellness programme is focused on supporting and improving overall health. To ensure they achieve
this, members have access to the following benefits:






Bestmed Tempo Health Assessment (previously HRA) for adults which includes:
—

The Bestmed Tempo lifestyle questionnaire

—

Glucose check

—

Blood pressure check

—

HIV screening

—

Cholesterol check

—

Height, weight and waist circumference

Bestmed Tempo Fitness and Nutrition programmes (beneficiaries 16 and older):
—

3 consultations with a Bestmed Tempo partner biokineticist

—

3 consultations with a Bestmed Tempo partner dietitian

Bestmed Tempo Group classes: Online classes available to all family members
—

A range of group classes throughout the year to help encourage and support a healthier lifestyle regardless of
age or health status

Do the free benefits differ for members on different healthcare options?
No. The Bestmed Tempo benefits are exactly the same on all the options. Email us for more information:
tempo@bestmed.co.za
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Managed
Care
programmes

Managed Care programmes
Bestmed offers our members eight managed care programmes, each designed to care for members by providing additional
benefits to treat and prevent specific conditions with appropriate treatment in a cost-effective manner.
These programmes include:



Oncology care



Diabetes care



Back and neck preventative programme



Alcohol and substance abuse care



HIV/AIDS care



Wound care



Dialysis care



Stoma care

For more information on these programmes, please refer to our Managed Care Guide.

Maternity care programme
Maternity benefits* are offered across all ranges. Expecting members will have access to the following benefits:



antenatal consultations at a FP OR gynaecologist
OR midwife



a post-natal consultation at a FP OR
gynaecologist OR midwife



lactation consultations



maternity supplements



2D ultrasound scans at a FP OR gynaecologist
OR radiologist.

* Benefits and limits are are option-specific.
Please consult the Managed Care Guide for the full paediatric vaccine schedule for all options, excluding Beat1 and Beat1
Network.
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Our
preventative
care benefits

BENEFIT

QUANTITY
AND FREQUENCY

BENEFIT CRITERIA

BEAT

PACE

RHYTHM

Flu vaccines

1 per beneficiary per year

Applicable to all active
members and beneficiaries

√

√

√

Pneumonia vaccines

Children: As per schedule
of Department of Health
Adults: Twice in a lifetime with
booster above 65 years of age

The Scheme will identify
high-risk individuals for
immunisation

√

√

√

Travel vaccines

Mandatory travel vaccines
Quantity and frequency
for typhoid, yellow fever,
depending on product up to the
tetanus, meningitis, hepatitis
maximum allowed amount.
and cholera

*Available
on Beat2,
Beat3 and
Beat4

√

√

Paediatric
immunisation

According to the Bestmed
vaccine schedule

*Available
on Beat2,
Beat3 and
Beat4

√

√

R2 412 per beneficiary per
year

√

√

√

Preferred providers (DBC/
Workability Clinics)

√

√

√

√

*Available
on Rhythm2
(tariff code
34100)

Quantity and frequency
dependent on product and
Female contraceptives subject to maximum amount.
Mirena - 1 device every 60
months

Back and neck
preventative
programme

Preferred providers (DBC/
Workability Clinics). This is a
preventative programme with
the objective of preventing back
and neck surgery. The Scheme
may identify appropriate
participants. Use of this
programme is in lieu of surgery

Mammogram

Females 40 years and older.
Once every 24 months
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Scheme tariff applies

√

BENEFIT

QUANTITY
AND FREQUENCY

BENEFIT CRITERIA

BEAT

PACE

RHYTHM

HPV vaccinations

3 vaccinations per beneficiary.
Females 9 - 26 years

Vaccinations funded at MRP

√

√

*Available on
Rhythm2

PSA Screening

Can be done at a urologist
Males 50 years and older. Once or GP. Consultation paid
from the available savings/
every 24 months
consultation benefit.

*Available
on Beat2, 3
and 4

√

*Available on
Rhythm2

Bone densitometry

Beneficiaries 45 years and
older. Once every 24 months.

X

*Available
on Pace2, 3
and 4

X

Pap smear

18 years and older. Once every
24 months

At any gynaecologist or
GP. Consultation is paid
from available savings or
consultation benefit

√

√

*Available on
Rhythm2

Subject to pre-authorisation,
clinical protocols and funding
guidelines

*Available
on Beat2,
Beat3 and
Beat4

√

√

Dependent on the type of
Preventative dentistry
procedure required

Note:
The Rhythm range offers preventative services under the basic dentistry benefit.
Benefits mentioned above may be subject to pre-authorisation, clinical protocols, formularies, funding guidelines and the Mediscor
Reference Price (MRP).
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Preventative
dentistry
benefits

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE
General full-mouth
examination by a general
dentist (incl. gloves and use
of sterile equipment for the
visit)

AGE

FREQUENCY

12 years and
above

Once a year

BEAT

PACE

RHYTHM

√

√

√

*Available on
Beat2, Beat3
and Beat4

√

√

Under 12
years

Twice a year

Full-mouth intra-oral
radiographs

All ages

Once every 36 months

√

√

√

Intra-oral radiographs

All ages

2 photos per year

√

√

√

Scaling and/or polishing

All ages

Twice a year

√

√

√

Fluoride treatment

All ages

Twice a year

√

√

√

Fissure sealing

Up to and
including 21
years

In accordance with
accepted protocols

√

√

√

Space maintainers

During primary
and mixed
denture stage

Once per space

√

√

√

*Subject to pre-authorisation, clinical protocols and funding guidelines.
Note: The Rhythm range offers preventative services under the basic dentistry benefit.
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Medical Savings
Account (MSA) &
vested savings

Find out more about the Medical Savings Account (MSA) & vested savings
1.

How is the MSA calculated?
The MSA is calculated using a fixed percentage of the total annual contribution as per Scheme Rules and member's
benefit structure.

2.

When do these funds become available?
On 1 January every year (beginning of the financial year). If you join after 1 January, you will receive the % calculated on
a pro rata basis.

3.

Do all Bestmed plan options have an MSA?
No, not all plan options have a MSA. The Rhythm and Beat1 options do not include an MSA.

4.

Why do I have specified day-to-day benefits if I have an MSA?
You first utilise the MSA, once it is depleted you will have access to your day-to-day
benefits on specific plan options. Day-to-day are a safety net in case you deplete your savings account.

5.

What happens when my MSA runs out?
On Beat4, Pace1, Pace2 and Pace3 your day-to-day benefits will become available immediately, without a co-payment
gap.

6.

Can I use the money in the MSA to fund co-payments?
No, the MSA does not fund co-payments. However, vested savings may be used to fund co-payments.

7.

Do I lose the money if I don’t use it?
No you don’t lose it, it becomes a part of the following year's savings or will be added to your vested savings,
depending on your benefit option.
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8.

Do I earn interest on the money in my MSA?
Yes. The Scheme allocates the net interest received on MSA invested funds to members with positive savings balances.

9.

What if I never use my MSA?
The money will be transferred for you to use the following year. If you resign your membership with Bestmed and
choose not to join another scheme, or if you join a scheme without a savings option, the money will be paid to you. If
you join a scheme with a savings account, the money will be transferred into your new benefit option's savings account.

10.

What are vested savings?
Vested savings are are unused annual savings that are carried over in May of the following year.

11.

How do I access vested savings?
Members may give permission to pay for claims automatically from the vested savings account.
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Option changes
due to illness

Option changes due to illness
Bestmed understands that unforeseen life-changing events are a harsh reality. We take pride in placing top
priority on our members’ health; therefore, we offer members the opportunity to change their benefit option
within our range when diagnosed with cancer or a similar life-changing illness/event for the very first time. This
offering aims to ensure more comprehensive cover towards the increased medical expenses that come with such
an event.
Bestmed is one of a few schemes to offer members the opportunity to upgrade their medical scheme option
under specific circumstances during the year, without having to wait for 1 January the following year.

Terms and conditions
The Human Resource (HR) department (only applicable to corporate members) needs to approve the change of
option.
Benefits on the new option will be granted on a pro-rata basis.
The above-mentioned arrangement is applicable to members with the need for more comprehensive medical
cover for clinically appropriate treatment according to the diagnosis, stage of the disease and applicable protocols
after clinical review.
If a mid-term benefit option change is approved by the Scheme, then understandably, the member must remain
on the specific option for a minimum period of 12 months until the next financial year-end again provides the
opportunity for an option change.
Members with the need for long-term treatment are encouraged to remain on the higher benefit option to ensure
sustainable long-term cover for their medical needs.
Should you require more information regarding members being able to upgrade their option due to a life-changing
illness/event, please contact your Business Consultant.
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Membership
termination

Membership termination
Should a member opt to terminate their membership with the Scheme, it is required that they must contact the
Scheme and provide the reason for the termination. Some of our participating employers require that the request
be submitted through the company’s Human Resources representative. Members may also discuss it with their
Advisors or Key Account Consultants.
Members are often not aware that they may still continue with their Scheme membership in the event of them
terminating their service at an employer. The following scenarios apply, and members are required to inform the
Scheme in order for their membership profiles to be updated accordingly.
a) Should a member terminate employment at a participating employer and join another, they may continue
with their membership. The member will be required to inform the Scheme of the change of employer.
b) Should a member terminate employment from one of our participating employers as a corporate member,
the member may continue as an individual member. The member will have the opportunity to review their
benefit option should they no longer qualify for the subsidy that is received from the employer.
c) Should a member terminate employment from one of our participating employers and join another
employer that does not restrict them to joining the new employer’s preferred medical scheme, the member
may continue with their membership as an individual member.
d) In the event of a principal member passing away, the remaining beneficiaries may continue with the
membership. In this case, the remaining spouse or dependant can become the main member, and they have
the opportunity to review their benefit option.
The credit balance of a member's savings account will be transferred to another medical aid or benefit option
with a savings account when a member changes medical schemes or benefit options. Scheme Rules apply.
If a member terminates their membership and does not join another medical scheme or option with a savings
account, the savings will be transferred to the member's personal bank account.
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Member portal

We have created a whole new world of online services for you.
You can stay in control of your health benefits from the comfort of your home, anytime from anywhere.

The online profile gives you access to:



Benefit summaries



Request and receive tax certificates



Log a claim



Update personal details



View claims history



Check status of submitted claims



Log a query

How to log onto your profile:
Step 1:
Visit the Bestmed website at www.bestmed.co.za

Step 2:
Click on the "Login" button at the top of the page

Step 3:
Click on “Member” in the pop up box and click "GO TO
LOGIN"
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Step 4:
A new window will open, if you have never
registered a profile, click on “New user”
or enter your username and password to sign in

Step 5:
If you are a new user you will need to have your
membership number handy

Step 6:
You will be asked to select your preferred
verification method (SMS/email)

Step 7:
Once you have completed all the required fields
you will receive a verification code. You will need to
return to the log in screen to verify your profile

Step 8:
Once the verification process is complete you can
log on with your username and password
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The
Bestmed App

The Bestmed App is easy to download, always at your service, and best of all, it’s free!

9 reasons to download the Bestmed App:
1. A user-friendly home screen
2. You can download your tax certificate
3. Automatic updates on all Scheme communication
4. Easy to access benefit information, including
hospital, chronic medicine and savings
5. Submit your chronic medicine application
6. Quick personal details update
7. Search for a healthcare provider in your area
8. Submit claims
9. Access to your digital membership card
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Meet the
Business
Consultant
team

Zerina Richards

Jarrod Higgs

Charmaine Mali

Advisor Sales Channel Manager

Advisor Sales Team Leader

Gauteng

+27 (0) 71 415 9998
zerina.richards@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6362

+27 (0) 61 467 5118
jarrod.higgs@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6469

+27 (0) 82 954 4468
charmaine.mali@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6040

Victor Mokwele

Patrick Chauke

Sashni Maharaj

Gauteng

Gauteng

Gauteng

+27 (0) 74 868 9956
victor.mokwele@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6489

+27 (0) 72 106 1184
patrick.chauke@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6467

+27 (0) 74 172 7464
sashni.maharaj@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6483
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Lindie Maher

Njabulo Nhlabathi

Bonnita Maupa

Gauteng

Gauteng

Gauteng

+27 (0) 79 884 6360
lindie.maher@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6487

+27 (0) 83 276 4300
njabulo.nhlabathi@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6311

+27 (0)79 693 6386
bonnita.maupa@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0)12 472 6804

Laura Patrick

Ruann Britz

Claudette Jansen

KwaZulu Natal

Western Cape & Northern Cape

Western Cape

+27 (0) 84 361 7454
laura.patrick@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 71 868 2625
ruann.britz@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 61 350 8328
claudette.jansen@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 21 202 8806

Merencia Ellis

Felicia Jilaji

Palesa Skosana

Western Cape & Eastern Cape

Free State & North West

Limpopo & Mpumalanga

+27 (0) 76 900 2906
merencia.ellis@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 21 202 8807

+27 (0) 76 532 4243
felicia.jilaji@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6490

+27 (0) 78 277 9374
palesa.skosana@bestmed.co.za
+27 (0) 12 472 6494
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The Bestmed
advisor online
experience

Use your online profile to get access to:



Benefit summaries



Update brokerage details



View employer groups





View claims



Log a new query and view the status of your
previous queries

Online Application to submit new member
applications and track the status of existing
applications submitted



View members, member plan options, membership
status, premiums and advisor commission

Step 1: Visit the Bestmed website at www.bestmed.co.za
Step 2: Click on the Login menu option on the top right of your screen
Step 3: Click on the “Advisor login” tile
Step 4: A new window will open, if you have never registered a profile, click on “New user” or enter your username and 		
password to sign in

Step 5: If you are a new user you will need to have your advisor number handy
Step 6: You will be asked to select your preferred verification method (SMS/email)
Step 7: Once you have completed all the required fields you will receive a verification code. You will need to return to 		
the log in screen to verify your profile

Step 8: Once the verification process is complete you can log on with your username and password
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Meet the Key
Accounts
team

Refiloe Latha

Loretha Letchman

Joekie Wagenaar

Key Accounts And Wellness Manager

Key Accounts And Retention Manager

Gauteng

+27 (0) 12 472 6496
refiloe.latha@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6499
loretha.letchman@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6497
joekie.wagenaar@bestmed.co.za

Saajida Morris

Bridgette Nyembe

Tshilidzi Monyai

Free State & Northern Cape

North West

Polokwane

+27 (0) 12 472 6344
saajida.morris@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6486
bridgette.nyembe@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6457
tshilidzi.monyai@bestmed.co.za
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Nonhlanhla Mngoma

Babalwa Sihele

Gavin Kammies

KwaZulu-Natal

Eastern Cape

Eastern Cape

+27 (0) 31 279 5420
nonhlanhla.mngoma@bestmed.
co.za

+27 (0) 41 363 6921
babalwa.sihele@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6338
gavin.kammies@bestmed.co.za

Keegan Henney

Jaco Smith

Veronica Stuurman

Gauteng

Gauteng

Gauteng

+27 (0) 12 472 6346
keegan.henney@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6175
jaco.smith@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6456
veronica.stuurman@bestmed.co.za

Cherade Free

Gary Magagula

Siyasanga Maqaga

Gauteng

Gauteng

Gauteng

+27 (0) 12 472 6451
cherade.free@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6124
gary.magagula@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 12 472 6443
siyasanga.magaqa@bestmed.co.za
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Priscilla Nekokoane

Susan Dauth

Stephanie Haasbroek

+27 (0) 12 472 6197
priscilla.nekokoane@bestmed.
co.za

+27 (0) 21 202 8804
susan.dauth@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 21 202 8801
stephanie.haasbroek@bestmed.
co.za

Adelaide Shongwe

Ellisen Adams

Lizelle Anderson

+27 (0) 13 101 0280
adelaide.shongwe@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 41 363 0717
ellisen.adams@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 31 279 5420
lizelle.anderson@bestmed.co.za

Lucas Mkhabela

Jacques van Aswegen

Nosipho Sikhondze

+27 (0) 12 472 6806
lucas.mkhabela@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 21 202 8808
jacques.vaswegen@bestmed.co.za

+27 (0) 13 101 8000
nosipho.sikhondze@bestmed.co.za

Gauteng

Mpumalanga

Polokwane

Cape Town

Eastern Cape

Cape Town

Cape Town

KwaZulu-Natal

Mpumalanga
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Bestmed
escalation
process

Your queries go right to the top
Our aim is to provide a Personally Yours customer service experience to our members. We have a specially designed escalation
process, where your queries and/or complaints receive top priority
and are resolved first-hand by our Head of Operations, Dhiresh
Ramdeen.
Dhiresh Ramdeen personally ensures that your escalated query
and/or complaint is resolved in an efficient and effective manner.
Kindly submit your unresolved query(s) and/or complaint(s) via
email to:
escalations@bestmed.co.za

Please include a full description with your medical
aid details, and previous ticket numbers for prompt
investigation and response.
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In an
emergency?
Contact ER24

When you require assistance, follow these steps:
Step 1:
Call 084 124 or 010 205 3000



The SMS will also provide a reference number for any
future communication



Please check the SMS to confirm that the address has
been correctly captured

The despatcher will require:


Your name



The nature of the emergency



The address of the emergency. Please ensure that the
address is clearly stated including the province, suburb,
street name and number, building/complex name
and number. If possible please provide the nearest
landmark



Please inform security, if required, as to where the
emergency is



Your contact number where you can be reached

Step 3:


ER24 will dispatch a vehicle to the scene of the
emergency



It may be an ER24 vehicle or a service provider
contracted to ER24, if there is no ER24 vehicle
immediately available in the nearby vicinity

Step 4:


Step 2:


You will receive an SMS verifying the address of the
emergency

Please inform the ambulance crew of a nearby
Bestmed Designated Service Provider (DSP) if
possible. Depending on the nature of your 		
emergency, the ambulance may be obliged to 		
take you to the nearest medical facility

What happens if I don’t use ER24 in an emergency?
If you or a family member make voluntary use of a service other than ER24 for transportation, you will be liable for the
cost of the service.
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What does this benefit cover?


Medical transportation in the event of an emergency by road or air ambulance, whichever is considered
medically necessary by ER24, to the nearest appropriate medical facility.



An upgrade in care from a medical facility, which does not have the appropriate care available to
manage the patient’s medical condition, to a facility that is capable of managing the condition using
the most appropriate ambulance transportation (road or air) as determined by ER24.



One way transportation per hospital admission from one medical facility to another for the purpose of a diagnostic
test for example a CT scan.



Transportation from a registered medical facility to an oncology treatment centre up to a maximum of 3 times per
admission.



Transfer from a registered medical facility to a registered rehabilitation/ step down facility, where there is
authorisation in place from Bestmed.

What is not covered by this benefit?


Any ambulance transportation for conditions that are not a result of a medical emergency, where the
service is used purely as a means of transportation. This includes transportation when a member is
pregnant and is in normal term labour with no complications during the pregnancy.



Any transportation to a home address or an old age home with no authorisation from Bestmed.



Any transportation to a doctor’s room for an appointment or for the purpose of an X-ray where no
medical emergency exists, or for any procedure that could be done in the current medical facility.



Any transportation from a home address or step down for any booked procedures or doctor’s visit including dialysis or
oncology treatment.



Any transportation for any other reason other than that the referring medical facility is unable to manage the patient.
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Travelling
overseas?
We’ve got you
covered!

How to activate your travel benefit
To be eligible to receive the benefits included in the travel insurance policy, your premiums must be up to date and the
travel insurance policy issued before your date of departure from you country of residence. The turnaround time for
receipt of the policy document is 24 business hours.

How to get emergency assistance
For Emergency Medical Assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week you can call 0861 838 333 or email
assist@europassistance.co.za as soon as possible if you need assistance. Reverse call charges are also accepted.

How to submit a travel claim
First you need to read the policy wording and Schedule of Benefits to familiarise yourself with what is covered and not
covered.
In the event of an incident, it is your duty to contact the Emergency Medical Assistance Services.
To claim from travel insurance, you need to:
1. visit schengen.eclaims.europassistance.com to get your Schengen travel insurance reimbursement quickly.
2. click on “Online Processing”.
3. attach the documents that serve as evidence of the cause for your claim, as well as the relevant invoices or
documents.

Europ Assistance will handle your request as soon as possible. You will be notified of any updates on your claim’s status.
You will receive the payment within a few days once your request has been accepted. If you do not receive the payment
within the given time frame, send an email to claimsschengen@roleurope.com
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What you need
to know about
medicine!

At Bestmed we offer cover for a specified list of Chronic Disease List (CDL), Prescribed Minimum Benefit (PMB) and nonCDL chronic conditions.

The Scheme offers cover on all options according to the below:
26 CDL conditions
Diagnosis, medical management and medicines are covered from Scheme benefits, which include day-to-day benefits,
depending on your chosen option.
16 PMB conditions
Diagnosis, medical management and medicines are covered from Scheme benefits.
29 Non-CDL conditions (only on selected options)
The non-CDL conditions are additional conditions which may be covered by the Scheme depending on the chosen
benefit option. It is NOT compulsory for the Scheme to fund treatment and medicine for these conditions.


Approved non-CDL, CDL and PMB chronic medicine is paid from the chronic medicine limit first, on options that have this
limit. Thereafter, approved CDL and PMB chronic medicine costs will continue to be paid (unlimited) from Scheme risk



Approved CDL and PMB chronic medicine is not subject to annual financial limits; on options that have this limit



Non-CDL chronic medicine is subject to annual financial limits

How do I apply for chronic medicine benefits?


For all initial applications, the treating provider must complete the chronic application form and send it to
medicine@bestmed.co.za or fax (012) 472 6760. You can ask Bestmed for the medicine formulary to send to your
healthcare provider.

Take note:
• Motivations and reports by relevant medical practitioners may be requested by the Scheme.
*Authorisation for CDL, PMB and non-CDL chronic medicine is subject to clinical funding guidelines and protocols, formularies and
Designated Service Providers (DSPs) where applicable.
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How often do I need to renew my chronic prescription?
According to the law, doctors may not issue a repeat prescription for longer than a 6 month period. Repeat
prescriptions need to be updated every six months for dispensing purposes only. Although the prescription is only valid for
6 months, a chronic authorisation may be granted for a longer period. Therefore, Bestmed does not require a prescription
every 6 months, unless requested.

Why is my chronic medicine application declined?
Your application may be declined due to the following reasons:


The condition applied for is not covered by the member’s chosen option.



The prescribed medicine does not qualify for chronic benefits (For example, vitamins may only be covered from the
vested savings depending on the option. Vitamins are not classified as chronic medicine.)



Additional supporting information may be required (For example, pathology/radiology results). Some conditions and/
or medicines are only covered if we receive all the information required as per our funding guidelines (For example,
treatment and/or medical history)



Treatment does not meet the funding guidelines for the chosen medicine and/or condition.

If your chronic application is declined, you will receive a letter that explains the reasons.

How do I update my chronic medicine authorisation?
We need a copy of the most recent prescription which includes all the changes to the medicine, in order to update the
chronic medicine authorisation.
Additional supporting information may also be required depending on the condition or medicine prescribed:


Cholesterol – renewal or changes in medicine/dose requires a prescription and latest lipogram.



Psychiatric – A general practitioner may prescribe the following active ingredients: fluoxetine, citalopram,
escitalopram and tricyclic anti-depressants. If there is any change in medicine, strength and/or dosage, a prescription
is required from a psychiatrist. If the prescription remains unchanged, the prescription can be maintained by a General
Practitioner (GP).



Osteoporosis – renewal requires a prescription and latest DEXA scan.

You can send the information above to:
Fax
E-mail

012 472 6760
medicine@bestmed.co.za

Or via the Bestmed App.
All changes to prescriptions must be sent to Bestmed. For example, if your GP changes the dosage of your medicine, the
new prescription needs to be shared with Bestmed. If the prescription is not shared, the medicine will not be paid from
your chronic or Scheme benefits, but from your savings account (if applicable to your option).
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How are CDL and PMB conditions covered?
For each CDL and PMB condition that is approved, there is a basic treatment plan. The treatment plan is dependent on the
condition and can include consultations, pathology and/or radiology. For each approved treatment there is a maximum
limit per year at specific intervals.
The services in the treatment plan will pay from the applicable day-to-day limit first (depending on the option). Once the
limit is depleted, claims will continue to be paid from Scheme risk, up to the maximum quantity specified in the treatment
plan. The treatment plan allocations are reset in January every year.

What non-CDL conditions are covered by Bestmed?
The non-CDL conditions that are covered by the Scheme depend on the chosen benefit option. Treatment is paid from
day-to-day benefits or your savings account. It is NOT compulsory for the Scheme to fund the treatment of these
conditions.
For a full list of the non-CDL conditions, please refer to the Comparative Guide p24.

What are formularies and how do they affect co-payments on chronic medicine?
A formulary is a pre–determined list of medicines that will be covered for CDL, PMB and non–CDL conditions. These lists
vary from option to option. A co-payment is the cost to you over and above the Scheme tariff. You will not incur
co-payments for medications that are on the formulary for which there is no generic alternative.

Does Bestmed have a pharmacy network?
Yes, we do have a pharmacy network and they dispense medicine at a Bestmed negotiated rate.
Choosing a pharmacy that isn’t on our network could mean higher co-payments which could potentially deplete your
benefits sooner.

Our pharmacy network includes:
Corporate Courier Pharmacies (these are pharmacies that deliver to you)


Dis-Chem Direct Courier Pharmacy



Pharmacy Direct



Firstcare Courier Pharmacy



Clicks Direct Medicines



ScriptWise Pharmacy



Medipost



Medirite Courier Pharmacy

Corporate retail pharmacies:


MediRite (in Checkers and Shoprite stores)



Pick 'n Pay Pharmacy



Dis-Chem



Clicks Retail



Netcare Pharmacies

Corporate Hospital Group Pharmacies:


Mediclinic Pharmacies
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Independent retail pharmacy groups:


Van Heerdens



Sparkport



Klinicare



Pharmacy @ Spar



The Local Choice



Medicare Pharmacies



Essential Health

What is the Over-the-Counter (OTC) benefit on the various options?
OTC medicine is available for self-diagnosis and treatment, for example, if you have a cold and you need to buy medicine
without seeing your doctor. The benefits on the different plan options are as follows:
Beat1/Beat1 N

No benefit

Beat2/Beat2 N

Savings account

Beat3/Beat3 N

Savings account

Beat4
Pace1
Pace2

1.

* Member choice: 1. R1 000 OTC limit per family

OR
2.

Access to full savings for OTC purchases (after R1 000 limit) = self-payment gap
accumulation.

Pace3
Pace4

Savings account

Rhythm1

No benefit

Rhythm2

* Limited to R600 per family. Subject to preferred provider network pharmacy

* Includes suncreen, vitamins and minerals with nappi codes on Scheme formulary. Subject to the available savings
or benefit limit.

What is the Mediscor Reference Price (MRP)?
The Mediscor Reference Price (MRP represents the reasonable price in the market place for a particular group of generic
equivalent medicines which is reviewed and updated regularly. MRP sets a maximum reimbursable price for a list of
generically similar medicines with a cost lower than that of the original medicine.
There may be instances where a generic alternative costs more than the set MRP. If you opt to use the original medicine
and a generic alternative is available, or you use a medicine that costs more than the MRP, you will have to pay the
difference between the price of the chosen medicine and that of MRP.
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What are the medicine exclusions not covered by Bestmed?
1. Preparation for the treatment of obesity, including dietary supplements
2. Patent and household remedies, except for those that are prescribed in the treatment of certain PMB conditions and
are available in the state sector
3. Nutritional supplements (including patent and baby foods), except for those that are prescribed in the treatment of
certain PMB conditions and are available in the state sector
4. Medicines used specifically to treat infertility, except for those that are prescribed in the treatment of certain PMB
conditions and are available in the state sector
5. Aphrodisiacs
6. Sun-screening agents (medicated or otherwise) on the Beat1 and Beat1 Network options
7. All soaps and shampoos (medicated or otherwise)
8. Cosmetic substances
9. Anti-habit substances
10. Anabolic steroids
11. Unless specifically provided for on the benefit options; tonics, stimulants, biological substances, vitamins, minerals
and vitamin/mineral combinations are excluded, except for those that are prescribed in the treatment of certain PMB
conditions and are available in the state sector
12. Unregistered medicines will not be considered for benefits until such time that it is registered by the Medicines
Control Council (MCC)
13. Unregistered indications or “off label” use of medicines will not be considered for benefits except for those that are
prescribed in the treatment of certain PMB conditions and are available in the state sector
14. Haematinics
15. Biological and Biotechnological substances
16. Stimulant laxatives
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Use the Bestmed
provider network
and get more
value!



Provider fees are set and managed as agreed



Fewer co-payments depending on benefits
available



Quality of healthcare services are enhanced



Downstream costs are better managed



A longer lasting medical savings account



Providers are paid directly and on a weekly basis
by the Scheme



A dedicated provider consultant service is
available to the network providers

Visit www.bestmed.co.za to view our detailed network list.

Use the Designated Service Provider (DSP) network for Prescribed Minimum Benefits
(PMBs)
A DSP is a healthcare provider that is considered the preferred choice for members’ healthcare needs, specifically related
to prescribed minimum benefit (PMB) conditions. By making use of a DSP, members will have no or minimum copayments.
The choice of a healthcare provider remains that of the member and/or the treating healthcare professional. However
using a non-DSP may result in the member being liable for the payment of additional costs. Claims from DSP providers
and product suppliers will be paid at the contracted tariff subject to the Scheme option benefits and limits or PMB
protocols.
Bestmed's specialist network includes all the major specialist disciplines and includes over 2 766 specialists who are
located across the country, with consultation rooms close to or inside many of the general private hospitals. This network
continues to grow with more and more providers joining every month.
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HOSPITAL AUTHORISATION

Contact Us
086 000 2378
brokersupport@bestmed.co.za
012 472 6760
www.bestmed.co.za
@BestmedSocial
www.facebook.com/
BestmedMedicalScheme
www.linkedin.com/company/bestmed/

Tel:
Email:

080 022 0106
authorisations@bestmed.co.za

CHRONIC MEDICINE
Tel:
Email:
Fax:

086 000 2378
medicine@bestmed.co.za
012 472 6760

CLAIMS
Tel:
Email:

086 000 2378
service@bestmed.co.za (queries)
claims@bestmed.co.za (claim submissions)

ER24 (EMERGENCY EVACUATION)
Tel:

084 124

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL COVER (EUROP ASSISTANCE)
Tel:
0861 383 333
Claims and emergencies: assist@europassistance.co.za
Travel registrations: bestmed-assist@linkham.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
Cape Town:
302 Eagle House, 92 Edward Rd, Bo Oakdale,
Cape Town, 7530

MATERNITY CARE
Tel:
Email:

012 472 6797
maternity@bestmed.co.za

KwaZulu-Natal:
Beacon Rock, 21 Lighthouse Rd, Umhlanga, Durban, 4319
Nelspruit:
36 Van Rensburg St, Sonheuwel Central, Mbombela, 1201
Gqeberha:
142 Cape Rd, Mill Park, Gqeberha, 6001
Limpopo:
Tobara Place Unit 3, 9 Watermelon street, Outspan Dr,
Bendor Ext 59, Polokwane, 0699
Welkom:
325 Staatsweg, Welkom Central, Welkom, 9460
WALK-IN FACILITY
Block A, Glenfield Office Park,
361 Oberon Avenue,
Faerie Glen, Pretoria, 0081, South Africa

BESTMED HOTLINE, OPERATED BY KPMG
Should you be aware of any fraudulent, corrupt or
unethical practices involving Bestmed, members,
service providers or employees, please report this
anonymously to KPMG.
Hotline:

080 111 0210 toll-free from Telkom
lines

Hotfax:

080 020 0796

Hotmail:

fraud@kpmg.co.za

Postal:

KPMG Hotpost at BNT 371
P. O. Box 14671,
Sinoville, 0129,
South Africa

POSTAL ADDRESS
P. O. Box 2297, Arcadia,
Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

Disclaimer: All the 2022 product information appearing in this brochure is provided without a representation or warranty whatsoever,
whether expressed or implied, and no liability pertaining thereto will attach to Bestmed Medical Scheme. All information regarding the 2022
benefit options and accompanying services including information in respect of the terms and conditions or any other matters is subject to
prior approval of the Council for Medical Schemes (CMS) and may change without notice having due regard to the CMS’s further advices.
Please note that should a dispute arise, the registered Rules, as approved by the Registrar of Medical Schemes, shall prevail.
Please visit www.bestmed.co.za for the complete liability and responsibility disclaimer for Bestmed Medical Scheme as well as the latest
Scheme Rules.
Bestmed Medical Scheme is a registered medical scheme (Reg. no. 1252)
and an Authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP no. 44058). ©Bestmed Medical Scheme.

